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It is shown that synchronous o cillations ari ing via a Hopf-bifurcation in a class 
of weakly coupled integrodifferential systems are destabilised by a “weak” difference 
coupling ofthe oscillators. p 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The dynamics ofa system of coupled oscillators has been considered by 
many authors a mathematical models to explain a d understand  variety 
of phenomena in biology, biochemistry, and electronics. In biology 
interacting and coupled oscillator systems have been used in modelling 
cellular behaviour of pattern formation andcircadian rhythms (Ashkenazi 
and Othmer [4], Kawata nd Suzuki [9], Kawata et al. [lo], Winfree 
[22]). Inphysics, e pecially in mechanics, systems ofcoupled oscillators 
are numerous. In chemistry examples of oscillator systems are the 
Brusselator of Lefever and Prigogine [ 121 and the reaction f
Belousov-Zhaborinskii (Field and Noyes [7]). For a number of recent 
investigations of coupled oscillator systems and their applications we refer 
to Kuramoto [ll], Alexander [l, 21, Alexander and Auchmuty [3], 
Howard [S], Cohen and Neu [6], Neu [15, 16,17, 181, Chandra nd 
Scott [5], Pavlidis [19], and Smale [21]. 
The purpose of this article is to examine the onset of synchronous 
(in-phase) oscillations and their stability in a coupled system of integro- 
differential equ tions f the form 
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d-x(t) 
-=-~(t)Cf(a,x(.))+~(Y(r)--~(t))l dt 
dy(t) 
-=L’(tKf(fT Y(.))+PMt)-YC’(f))l, dt 
(1.1) 
where 
f(r,r(-))=r[l-u.~(i)hZ2/I~ (t-s)e ~‘“~~‘h(~)d~] t> 0, (1.2) 
r, b, CL, p being positive parameters anda being anonnegative parameter. 
It is known (Yamada [23]) that for b<8a, the system (1.1))(1.2) is 
mathematically “dead” in the sense of Smale [21]; that is, (l.l)-( 1.2) has a 
globally asymptotically stable uniform steady state. We show that for 
b > 8a, there exists a value of c( =a, > 0 such that in a neighbourhood f 
c! *, synchronous oscillations appear through a Hopf-bifurcation in the
uncoupled system. We have shown that such synchronous scillations are 
destabilised when the oscillators are “weakly” coupled ifthe parameter a is 
either zero r sufficiently sma land positive. 
A few comments on the nature of coupling in( 1 .I) are in order; wecan 
consider x(t), y(t) as the densities of a population of the same species in 
two patches and their average rowth rates are governed by
1 d.x(t) I\,. r,\ ,\7 --=f(cr,.~(.jJ+~Ly~t)--~IljJ 
x(r) dt 
t > 0. 
--@=f(cr, y(.))+p[x(t)-y(t)] 
(1.3) 
y(t) dt 
The coupling in (1.3) issuch that if y(t) > x(t) then there is a positive con- 
tribution on the “x-patch” from the “y-patch” at time tat a rate propor- 
tional tothe difference. Thus the coupling in(1.3) has a tendency to
“neutralise by distributing differences” between patches. It is shown in this 
article that if x and y are oscillatory in the absence ofcoupling, then the 
difference coupling with a “small” coupling coefficient cannot eventually 
wipe out differences in thepopulation de sities. Analytically it is shown by 
means of a local stability analysis that if x(t) - y(t) is small for t< 0 then 
x(t) - y(t) does not approach zero as t -+ cc if pis small. 
2. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE UNIFORM STEADY STATE 
Scalar integrodifferential qua ons of the form 
l-~u(t)-ba’~~ se “u(f-s)ds 1 , t>o (2.1) 0 
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have been used in mathematical ecology todescribe the dynamics of a 
single species population; theintegral term in (2.1) corresponds to the 
cumulative negative feedback effects of the nvironmental pol ution caused 
by the species during the entire past history. In view of such an inter- 
pretation of (2.1), we consider initial conditions f the form 
u(s) = q(s) 30, s E ( - ;c, 01, do) > 0, (2.2) 
where cp is a bounded continuous f nction. It iseasy to see that (2.1) has a 
constant nonzero steady state .‘c* given by 
(L7+b).u*= 1 (2.3 I
and .Y* is the only nonzero steady state for (2.1). Asa special case of 
Theorem 3.2 in Yamada [23] one can show that for /J <84 the uniform 
steady state I* of (2.1) is globally asymptotically stable with respect to
solutions corresponding to initial conditions f the type in (2.2). 
We shall now proceed to consider the stability of x*when b> 8a in 
(2.1)-(2.2). We let r(f) = In[u(r)/s*] and derive that 
dv(t) 7 
-= 
dt 
-~r-y*(~~(‘)- l r/,u*cc* se- I.s(e”“-.“- 1) ds (2.4) 
which we rewrite in the notation ofdelay differential equ tions as 
dv( t) 
- = F(a, v( )), 
dt 
t > 0, (2.5) 
where 
F(r. v( .)) =j” [-M-Y* d(9) +brS*CL2%e’H][ee”+‘~‘- l] d%, (2.6) 
-z 
6(%) denoting the “Dirac” delta function. Thesteady state x*of (2.1) is
asymptotically stable ifand only if the trivial so ution of (2.5 )-(2.6) V(I) 3 0 
is asymptotically stable. Thelinear variational system corresponding to the 
trivial steady state v G0 of (2.5H2.6) is 
d,(t) 0 
-= 
s dt ox 
[ -arx* s(9) + brx*sr*% e”“] z(t + 9) d%. (2.7) 
The characteristic equation associated with (2.7) for a> 0 is 
(1, + CZ)~(A + ar.u*) + br.u*a2 = 0 (2.8) 
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which we rewrite as 
~“+m,i~~+m,~~+m,=0, 
m, = rax* + 2a, ml = 2raa.u* + a’, m, = ra’. 
(2.9) 
It can be verified that he Routh-Hurwitz condition for all the roots of 
(2.8 ) to have negative real parts fails if
and this is equivalent to 
(cr-a*)(a-a*)=O, (2.10) 
where 
a* 
a* =;i- i 
’ x* [b -4a f d-j]. (2.11) 
Thus if h> 8a, the steady state v =0 of (2.6) isunstable for aE [a*, a*]. 
For a = cc.+, the roots E.,. Lz, i, of (2.9) are given by 
/1,=-m,, 4 “1 * =A3 Ti,:nl,= fiw,say. 
By direct verification, it s found that 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
It follows from the above discussion of the characteristic equation that 
the sufficient co ditions f “Hopf-bifurcation theorem” (Marsden and 
McCracken [ 141) are satisfied and hence there exists a periodic solution of 
(2.6) with period near w0 when a is near a*. 
In the next section we perform a stability analysis of the bifurcating 
periodic solution of (2.6). 
If a= 0 in (2.7) then the associated characteristic equation is
(A + a)’ A+ brx*a2 = 0 (2.14) 
with bx* = 1 and for CI =LX* =r/2. Equation (2.14) has a pair of pure 
imaginary roots *io,, w0 = (r/2) while the remaining root is negative. It 
can be verified that for iin (2.14), onehas 
for a=a,. (2.15) 
As before when a = 0, a periodic solution of (2.1) appears bymeans of 
Hopf-bifurcation when a is near a*. 
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3. BIFURCATION OF THE “IN-PHASE" SOLUTION 
We introduce a change of the variable t in(2.5)-(2.6) such that s= wt 
and let v(t) = v(s/w) =x(s) where w is a real number such that 274/o is the 
period of the bifurcating periodic solution of (2.5))(2.6). The equations 
(2.5) and (2.6) become in terms of .\r 
dx( s) 
u - = F(a, x,,,( .I). 
ds 
where 
mL(.))=j” c- m-x* d(O) +brx*a’O e”‘][e”“+‘““- l] d0. (3.2 
-x 
We now look for aperiodic solution of (3.2) ofperiod 27~ in s such that 
X(S)=(E~,(S)+E2?,2(S)+E31’3(S)+ -,:& (3.3) 
o=u(E)=W~+u1E+uze2+ .‘. (3.4) 
a=a(&)=a*+a,&+a2E2+ .‘.) (3.5) 
where Eis a perturbation parameter which denotes the norm of x and y1 
are periodic in sof period 27~ satisfying the orthogonality conditions 
I 
277 
y,(s) yj(s) ds = 0, j=2, 3, . . . 
0 
(3.6) 
Supplying (3.3))(3.5) in (3.1) and expanding F in (3.2) around (CC,, 0)we 
have 
[tuo+w,&+Wz&2+ .. I [E~+~2~+E3~+ . ..I 
=F(a,,O)+ F,(cc,,O)(cc,~+ct~~~+ -..) 
+ F,(Q> 0) I v,,o,( .I +~~y2.J~ ) + e3?i3.J. ) + . .) 
+F,,(a*, O);(a,E+a2E2+ ...)2 
+fF,,(a,,OI&)'~,,,,(.)+~~~~2,r,,(.)+ ..I w,J.)+E~~~,J~...) 
+~F,,(~*,O)IE).~,~(.)+E~~~,~~(.)+ . ..)( .E+LY~E'+  ..) 
+~F.,,,(~*,OI&~,.~~(.)+ .. I cud.)+ ...I vJ.)+ ...) 
+ ..', (3.7) 
where F,(a,, O/u) denotes the Frechet derivative of F(a,, x( .)) with 
respect to xat x = 0 in the direction of U; higher o der Frechet derivatives 
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are respectively denoted byF.XY(a,, 0 I u Iv ) M’), etc. By comparing the coef- 
ficients of similar powers of E in (3.7) wehave 
+F,.x(a*, O)l Y,,,,,(.)) a, 
+F,(a*,Ol ‘Y;,,j,,(~))wl. (3.9) 
We consider a function space P,, of complex valued periodic functions f 
period 271 defined on( - a, ccl) in which a scalar p oduct isdefined by
(u, v)~~ where 
s 
2n __ 
2n(u, V)Zn = u(s) v(s) ds. (3.10) 
n
We seek real numbers w, , a,, w7, GIN, . .and real valued 2rc-periodic 
functions y,,.rz, I’~, . .satisfying (3.8) and (3.9) such that 
(Y,> !.,)Zn= 1, (“V,, .Y2)2n=o. (3.11) 
It is easy to see that 
yl(s)=cl e’,+[, e-j5 (3.12) 
is a solution of (3.8) where [, is any fixed number such that [, [, = 1 and 
for such achoice of y, , the solvability condition f r (4.9) leads to a1 = 0, 
01, =0 so that (3.9) simplifies to 
42(s) 
O” ds -=FJh901 ~2..,0(.))+~F,,(a*,01~I.,*l(.)l y,,,,,(.))  (3.13) 
We choose a solution of (3.13) inthe form 
y?(s) = i2 e”” +i2 e -2’A + rf, 
where 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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The governing equation for ~9~ is obtained from (3.7) inthe form 
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O” ds - = F,(a* > 0I c’3,W”(. 1) +H(s). (3.17) 
where 
The solvability condition f r(3.18) isof the form 
(3.19) 
where t* e” is any 27r-periodic s lution of the adjoint equation associated 
with 
d\(s) 
O” ds ---==F,(a,, Olvl.)), J’E P,,. (3.20) 
The condition (3.19) simplifies to 
iwz[1-F.,(a,,O~~ei”‘o’)]~,~*-a~F~,(a~,O~eiw0’)~,~* 
=F,,(a*,0Je~‘““‘Ie2’“0’)i,r,e* 
+F,,(a*,Olek”” Iq)i,s* 
+$Flly(ay, O/ep”un. (e”“” leiwo‘) cf[,f*. (3.21) 
The real numbers w2 and a2 are determined from (3.21). We shall 
examine (3.21) more closely; we choose the arbitrary nonzero eigenvectors 
i, and t* as 
i, = 1. 1-F,(a,,01.e’*‘“‘)i,9*=1. (3.22) 
By the standard methods of bifurcation theory one can derive (see 
Sattinger [20]) that 
F~‘,,(a*,Oleiwo’)i,~*= 
Zt 
(3.23) 
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and hence (3.2 1)can be simplified to 
=A, 
where A denotes the right side of (3.21). Fora = 0, it is found that (3.24) 
simplifies to 
= -0J3 + lli)/60, 
which implies that 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
It follows from (3.26) that he bifurcating periodic solution is orbitally 
asymptotically stable. By continuity of the respective sides of (3.24) ona, 
(3.26) holds for sufficiently sma lpositive LI such that b> 8~. Thus (3.26) 
holds also for b> 8a and small positive a. 
4. STABILITY OF SYNCHRONOUS OSCILLATIONS UNDER WEAK COUPLING 
We have seen that when 6 = 0, the bifurcating periodic solutions f (1.1) 
are orbitally asymptotically stable. It is however not obvious that when the 
oscillators are coupled, such synchronous oscillations are stable for the 
coupled system (1.1) with 6 > 0. We examine below the stability of the 
synchronous oscillations of the weakly coupled systems when 6 = O(E’) 
where /cl denotes the amplitude of the oscillations. If we let 
x(t) =ln[.u(t)/.u*], y(f) =lnC.df)lx*l, .Y=fi’t 
in (1.1) weare then led to consider the system 
d.x(s) 
0 -= F(cc, yJ .)) + p,y*(e.y(hl _ erw), 
ds 
(4.1) 
where 
arx* d(6) + brx*a20 ezs][er(s+wQ’- 11 d0. (4.2) 
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Let p(., E) denote the 2x-periodic solution of 
dx(s) o-=F(cr,x”,(~)) 
ds 
(4.3 1 
bifurcating as z crosses t(* when b > 80. We have seen that p(., F) is an 
orbitally asymptotically stable solution of (4.3). One can now see that he 
pair (p(+, E), p(., a)) is a 2rc-periodic solution of (4.1)-(4.2) and this pair 
denotes the in-phase orsynchronous scillations of thecoupled system 
(4.1) when 6 # 0. It is not known whether this in-phase solution s orbitally 
asymptotically stable for (4.1) with b# 0 and we examine this aspect below. 
The linear variational system associated with (4.1)-(4.2) and the in- 
phase solution (p(.. a), p(., E)) is obtained asfollows: e let 
x(s) =p(s, E) + u(s, e) 
l’(s) = p(s, E) + u(s, E) 
in (4.1)-(4.2) and derive after neglecting the nonlinear te ms in the pertur- 
bations U,u, 
0 ;= F,(a, p ,( .)Iu,,,(. )) +,ux* eP’,‘yu(S) - s ) 
dt 
o-=F (a p (.)lu 
ds ’ ’ ” I” 
(.))+j.~x*e”‘“~“’ (u(s) - u(s)). 
(4.4) 
Equation (4.4) is a linear periodic system of period 271 and we are 
interested in ananalysis of the nature of the Floquet xponents associated 
with (4.4). This analysis canbe simplified if we let 
U(s, E) = u(s, E) + u(s, E) 
V(s, E) = u(s, F) - u(s, E) 
in (4.4) and note that U, V are determined by 
0 g= F,(K P,,( . )I U,,,( )I
(4.5 1 
w g= &(a, p,,A. ) 1V,,,( .)) - 2p.u* ep’s.e) V(s, E). (4.7 1 
We have seen that he in-phase olution ofthe uncoupled system is 
orbitally asymptotically stable; this will mean that if Eis small, one of the 
Floquet xponents of (4.6) iszero while the other is negative. Thus we are 
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left with an investigation of theFloquet xponents of (4.7) and for this we 
seek asolution of (4.7) inthe form 
V(s, E) = P”‘Q(s. E), (4.8) 
where Q is 2n-periodic in s and C= a(p) is a Floquet xponent of(4.7) 
such that 
4~) --, 0 or P(E) as p-+0+, 
where P(E) is the negative exponent of (4.6). Equations (4.7) and (4.8) 
lead to 
dQ fJ) -= - (0 + 2ps* eP(S.&) 
ds ) Qb, ~)+~.~F,(a,~o(.)le”‘Q,(; ~1). (4.9) 
In general (4.9) may not have 2n-periodic solutions a dwe want to find 
those real numbers (T depending onp for which (4.9) will have 2rr-periodic 
solutions. We regard that (4.9) denotes a perturbation of (4.6) due to the 
coupling. Assuming that he coupling isweak (i.e., p is small such that 
p= O(E~)) weshall calculate cr asfollows. We let as before 
a = a* + a2E2 + ‘. 
Co =00 + o2,:2 + . . . 
+&2+ . . . (4.10) 
cr = (T2E2 + . . 
Q(.c E) = Q,,(s) +~Ql(s) + c2Q2(4 + ... 
in (4.9) and note that o2 denotes a perturbation of the otherwise zero 
Floquet xponent. Thus we are led to the determination of real numbers Q 
and 2x-periodic solutions Q,,Q,, Qz so that (4.10) can solve (4.9) and 
Q, f 0. We assume that our perturbation expansions canbe justified by an
appropriate application of the implicit function theorem. 
Supplying (4.10) in(4.9) and comparing the coefficients of the respective 
powers of E, 
wo~=~.~(a*,Ole,.,,c.,, (4.11) 
IQ,,,(.,,+F,,(~,,OI~,,,,(.)lQ,,,(.,, (4 12) 
I Qxoo(. )I + G(s), (4.13) 
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where 
G(s)= -~~~-(~2+~dQ&, 
+F,(a,,OI.o,Qb,,,,,(.)+ .a,Q,,u,(.)) 
+ccrF,,(a,,OIQ,.,,,(.,) 
+F,,(a,-01 YI.,,,,(~)IQL~,(~)) 
+ f’,,(qc, 01 YL,,(.)I Qo,w,(.)) 
+ tL&r 011 ~,.wo( .)I~~<oo(.)l Qo.w,(.)). 
We choose solutions f (4.11) and (4.12) inthe form 
Qo(s)=K5,e’“+Ki,e~~‘” 
Q,(s)=2Kc2 e”’ +2Kcz e-‘“‘+(K+R)q, 
where 
??2(s)=i2e2i~+g2e~2iJ+yl, 
K being anonzero (complex) constant. 
The solvability condition f r(4.13) isof the form 
(G(s), T*ei~)2,=~j~~G(s)F*e~~~ds=0, 
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(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
where t*e’” is a 2n-periodic solution of the adjoint equation associated 
with (3.20). Equation (4.17) leads to 
-~~i(l-~.~(cr,,OI~e”“~‘)~ K<,[* 
-o,(l-F,(a,,OI.e”“a’)) K[,[* 
-P2Ki, t* 
+ LY~F,,(LX*, Olerluo.) K[,[* 
+F,,(x,,O)Ie”““‘I1) K[,q[* 
+ 2F,,(a*, 0)lebuo. / e2i”‘0’)[,[2[*K 
+F,,(cc,,OIl)e”““‘)rlj,~K 
+F,,,(cc.+,OI~~“‘~’ Fhoo.)[,[,[,[*K 
+F,,(sr,,OIe’““‘I1)i,rlg*R 
+J;,,(cI.+,OI~~~“~’ Ie’““‘)[2.,1t*K 
_ - 
+~F,,,(~r*,Ole~‘~~’ lerwoIe~“““‘)~,~,~,~*K=O. (4.18) 
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Simplifying (4.18) further using (3.21), we obtain 
K~-a,[l-~.~(cr*,OIe’“O’ )]119*-~Lzilg*+A}+AR=0, (4.19) 
where 
A=F.,,(a*,OIeCi'uo' Ie"iwo.)[,[2[* 
+F,,(cc,,OIe’“O’Il)i,rle* 
+tF,,,(a*,Oleiwo'Iei"o'le-'"o')~~~,g*. (4.20) 
A necessary ndsufficient co dition for the existence of a nonzero K in 
(4.19) is
4 IB5,~*12-~z~2ReC(~-~2i,~*)B~,5*1~ 
+P: li,~*12-2~2Re(A~,5*)=0, (4.21) 
where 
/3=1-F~Ja,,01.eiUo’). (4.22) 
By our choice ofii and t* (see (3.22)) we have for a= 0, <* = l/(2 - i) and 
[, = 1 and hence for a=O, 
Re[&,t*]=Re -2(3+lli)/(2-i) >o. 1 (4.23) 
It follows from (4.21) that if p2 is sufficiently sma l(that is, if the coupling 
is “weak”) then the two roots of the quadratic equation (4.21) are real and 
of opposite signs. This implies that he bifurcating “synchronous” (or
in-phase) oscillations of thecoupled system are destabilised by the “weak” 
difference coupling asin (1.1). By continuity arguments, theinequality 
(4.23) holds also for small positive-a withb -8a>O. 
5. COMMENTS 
It is known from the work of Lin and 
coupled quations of the form 
Kahn [ 131 that in diffusion 
aN(x, t) 
-=bN(x,t-2) 
N(x, t- T) aIN(x, t) 
at K 1 +p aX2 , (5.1) 
aN(x, t) 
-=bNx, t) 
N(x, t-5) 
at K 1 a2N(x, t) +P ax2 , (5.2) 
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and 
c?N(x, t)
-=bN(s,t) 
at 
Q(f-.r)N(s,.x)ds +P 1 
with no flux boundary conditions  the spatial domain where 
Q(s) = se+“/K1:‘, 
the ffect of small diffusion c efficient is to destablise the bifurcating em-
porally periodic butspatially uniform solutions f (5.1)-(5.3). We note that 
in (5.1)-(5.3) there are no nondelayed stabilising negative feedback terms 
as in our equations (1.1 )-( 1.2) with p= 0. Our conclusion f rthe difference 
coupled system (1 .l )-( 1.2) is that he small coupling coefficient (weak 
coupling) destablises th  otherwise orbitally as mptotically stable bifur- 
cating synchronous scillations. 
We conclude with the following remark. In the coupled system 
( 1.1 )-( 1.2) for G( =c1.+ there can be at p = 0 a bifurcation o stable phase- 
locked (or “anti-phase”) oscillations of theform 
{ (x(wt), x(ot - 7T)), x(ot) = .u(ot + 2rc), tE(-cc, co,}. 
We will pursue this aspect ina subsequent ar icle. 
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